
How Do Dinosaurs Learn to be Kind?
by Jane Yolen

It is not always easy for a dinosaur to learn
how to be kind, but with a little practice, and
keeping other people firmly in mind, he can
become a one-of-a-kind, very kind dinosaur.

Edwina, the Dinosaur 
Who Didn't Know She Was Extinct

by Mo Willems
Edwina plays with kids, bakes delicious
chocolate chip cookies and helps old ladies
cross the street. She is well-loved by
everyone except Reginald Von Hoobie-
Doobie. He knows for a fact that dinosaurs
are extinct and tries to convince everyone
that they are.

Dinosaur
Picture Books

Ultimate Dinopedia
by  "Dino" Don Lessem

Dinosaurs continue to fascinate kids, and
although these amazing creatures roamed
the Earth ages ago, new discoveries are still
being made today! This new edition is the
most up-to-date dinosaur reference
available (as of 2023).

Brontorina
by James Howe

Despite her size and not having the proper
footwear, a determined dinosaur pursues her
dream of becoming a ballerina.

1,000 Facts About Dinosaurs
by Patricia Daniels

From dinosaurs like Stegosaurus and
Giganotosaurus to the mammoths and giant
sloths that followed them, discover all you
have ever wanted to know about dinosaurs,
fossils, and prehistoric life.

How the Dinosaur Got to the Museum
by Jessie Hartland

How did the fossils of a colossal diplodocus
make the 145-million-year journey from the
prehistoric plains of Utah to the Smithsonian
Museum of today?
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Saturday Night at the Dinosaur Stomp
by Carol Diggory Shields

When it's rock 'n' roll time during the
prehistoric era, many different kinds of
dinosaurs gather to twist, twirl, and tromp at
a Saturday night party.

We Will Rock Our Classmates
by Ryan T. Higgins

As the only T. rex in her school, Penelope is
often overlooked. When she loses her
confidence after signing up for the school
talent show, her father and some friends
help her find her courage.

The Dinosaur Expert
by Margaret McNamara

Future scientist Kimmy eagerly shares
information about dinosaurs during a school
field trip until classmate Jake tells her "girls
aren't scientists," but Mr. Tiffin sets her
straight.

Dino-Gro
by Matt Myers

Cole's excitement over his tiny new dinosaur
toy that grows in water turns to worry when
Dino-Gro becomes too big to fit inside the
house.

So Cool! Dinos
by Crispin Boyer

Dinos ruled Earth millions of years ago, and
they came in all shapes and sizes. From the
mighty T. rex to tiny microraptors, this book
is jam-packed with dino-mite info about
your favorite dinosaurs.

Dinosaurs and Other Prehistoric Life
by Professor Anusuya Chinsamy-Turan

Travel back to the time of dinosaurs and
marvel at the wonders of prehistoric life!
This book is packed with a collection of
plants, dinosaurs and prehistoric animals.

Dinosaurs on Kitty Island
by Michael Slack

Three intrepid dinosaurs travel to Kitty
Island for a playdate only to discover that
their kitten friends have very different
ideas of what counts as fun. They all must
find some common ground before their
friendship goes extinct.

Who Would Win? Ultimate Dinosaur Rumble
by Jerry Pallotta

What would happen if sixteen dinosaurs
met in a tournament? Who will be the
dinosaur champion?

Nonfiction (J 567.9)

Dinosaurs Can't Roar
by Layla Beason

Rex, a cute dinosaur with a big imagination
and a big attitude, meets a friendly
paleontologist...and soon discovers what
dinosaurs are really supposed to be like.
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